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Dear Mr. Trump, Canada Deserves More Respect is an explosive 80-page open letter to Mr. Trump and his 
supporters on both sides of the border. Its purpose is to demonstrate how Canada earned the respect and 

admiration of people around the world, except from the USA. Starts with Canada’s victory over the USA in 
the War of 1812 and burned down the White House. Demonstrates how Canada has been a team player 

before, during and after all the American-led wars in the last 200 years. Shows how trade with Canada is 
eagerly sought by countries on all continents. Because this is a smart eBook, it educates about our respective 
countries with the clever use of hyperlinks, videos, and online articles. Great teaching tool, will make you an 

instant expert on Canada.  

Dear Mr. Trump, Canada Deserves More Respect is a book that is so much more than its explosive title and 
premise, in fact, it is an educational, informative and eye-opening book that not only informed me about America 
but rather Canada and their rich and detailed history. The book is sensational, and despite its dramatic moments 
that at times are shocking, it is still brilliant and had me turning the pages with haste from beginning to end! 

Dear Mr. Trump is written by the talented author Tom Panzone. Panzone has written an ‘explosive 80-page open 
letter to Mr. Trump and his supporters’. The letter contains shocking material but also insightful knowledge that 
will inform readers of the divide between America and Canada. Panzone describes in his book that Canada has a 
plentiful amount of history and he does this by taking his readers back to 1812, the year Canada had a victory 
over the USA. I did not know about many of the informative facts laced throughout the book, so my inner history 
buff was very happy indeed! 

Readers that love history and love opinionated, dramatic and informative books will adore Dear Mr. Trump 
because this is one of the best books of the genre. The author Tom Panzone not only has many valid points, but 
he also has wonderfully written his book. The literature courtesy of Panzone is delightful, and it reads smoothly 
from beginning to end thanks to the fluidity of the text. As I read Dear Mr. Trump, I found myself turning the 
pages even faster because the writing was so glorious! 

As Dear Mr. Trump is an incredible, unforgettable and definitely memorable book that will inspire many 
thoughts and feelings in its readers and challenge their thoughts, views, and opinions, I, of course, have to award 
the sensational book five stars! If you are a reader who is looking to read a political book that has refreshing 
viewpoints and incredible knowledge, then Dear Mr. Trump is for you and should not be missed! Be sure to have 
a read of Dear Mr. Trump and also check back here next week because I will be writing a spotlight for the author 
which I am very excited about! 

Thank you so much for reading book lovers! I appreciate it so much and love 
discussing wonderful books with all of you so please, comment below and let me 
know your thoughts on Dear Mr. Trump, Canada Deserves More Respect…; do you 
see yourself reading this book? Let me know all of those brilliant thoughts of yours 
below! Thank you so much again for reading! 

Goodbye for now book lovers, 

P.S. Here is a preview of the book for all of you lovely readers to enjoy! Please have 
a read of the preview and if you find that you have loved what you have read then 
all you need to do is click the Buy on Amazon button and it will take you straight 
to the book on Amazon U.S.! If you are in the U.K. then below I have attached a 
link to the book for the Amazon U.K. I have also attached some links about the 
author and this wonderful book! Thank you so much again for reading book lovers, I can’t wait to read your 
thoughts on this book. 
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